Design and Evaluation of a Real Time Physiological Signals Acquisition System Implemented in Multi-Operating Rooms for Anesthesia
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Abstract With critical importance of medical healthcare, there exist urgent needs for in-depth medical studies that can access and analyze specific physiological signals to provide theoretical support for practical clinical care. As a consequence, obtaining the valuable medical data with minimal cost and impacts on hospital work comes as the first concern of researchers. Anesthesia plays a widely recognized role in surgeries, which attracts people to undertake relevant research. In this paper, a real-time physiological medical signal data acquisition system (PMSDA) for the multi-operating room applications is proposed with high universality of the hospital practical settings and research requirements. By utilizing a wireless communication approach, it provides an easily accessible network platform for collection of physiological medical signals such as photoplethysmogram (PPG), electrocardiograph (ECG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) during the surgery. In addition, the raw data is stored on a server for safe backup and further analysis of depth of anesthesia (DoA). Results show that the PMSDA exhibits robust, high quality performance and efficiently reduces costs, as compared to previously used manual methods and allow seamless integration into hospital environment, independent of its routine work. Overall, it provides a pragmatic and flexible surgery-data acquisition system model with minimum impact and resource cost applicable to research in critical and practical medical circumstances.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, demand for medical service of high quality has rapidly increased. To cope with this scenario, large amounts of physiological data is proposed to be captured and analyzed in order to provide the scientific support for intelligent care [1,2]. Advances in modern computer system and medical sensor technology support this goal, potentially offering an unprecedented view of physiologic subtlety and variability in health and disease [3]. In particular, the world has stepped into the data-dependent age, which is often termed as Big Data [4], e.g. Hadoop, Spark, and Storm, the most commonly used distributed Big Data platforms [5-7]. As a result, many hospitals upgraded their Hospital Information System (HIS) in the past decades, which integrates the Electronic Health Records (EHRs), to store a variety of data resource such as life physiological data, clinical data, administrative data and social network data for better medical care quality and management [8-10].

Although the HIS accumulates tremendous amount data, it does not perform well in application to specific disease modeling, prediction and treatment [4,11]. In other words, its main focus remains to be on routine hospital work, rather than medical research. Additionally, most of HIS, including advanced systems, only store routine intermittent observations, not continuous waveforms of high fidelity due to storage costs. Finally, researchers are not likely to access this data because of concerns of system security and stability in surgery, patients’ privacy, and access auxiliary tool fees charged by the system provider, interface communication software purchase. These concerns may explain why most clinical research groups still employ standalone equipment for data collection.

In order to overcome these drawbacks and inconvenience for some applications to specific diseases, several works have been conducted. PhysioNet [12] developed by Harvard University provides a large collection of recorded physiological signals (PhysioBank) and related open-source software (PhysioToolkit) [13]. It focuses on the studies of cardiovascular time series dynamics. Another example is a multimodal neuro-intensive care monitoring system has been established and adopted by the Cambridge Neurosurgical Unit, UK [14]. In addition to the detection of multiple parameters of head injury cases, it also presents the dynamics of the studied pathology and proposes useful secondary indexes for clinical neuroscience research. Both databases focus on specific diagnosis applications: cardiovascular dynamics and head injuries instead of details of the collection methods based on their published works. Such methods likely require large amounts of funds and resources. Thus, they are not viable by small groups or individuals, regardless of their specific medical field, e.g. anesthesia. This leaves a critical unfulfilled need for a flexible and low-cost solution for obtaining this data of interest.

Anesthesia is a kind of temporary drug-induced and reversible state associated with a loss of consciousness or sedation under doctor’s manipulation by the controlling the doses of anesthetics [15]. Its effects include paralysis, meaning muscle relaxation; analgesia, representing pain relief and amnesia, symbolizing memory loss or unconsciousness. Undoubtedly, anesthesia is crucial to safety in most surgical and many nonsurgical procedures. Since the first public demonstration of anesthesia operation in Massachusetts General Hospital in 1846, it soon became fundamental and necessary component of surgeries, accomplishing elimination of the patients’ pain by blocking his/her nerve receptors [16]. To this day, the underlying mechanisms from cell level to system level, as well as methods of evaluation of depth of anesthesia remain unclear [17-19]. Thus, it remains an active area of research. Still, to facilitate such studies of anesthesia mechanisms, a method and efficient infrastructure for collection of relevant high quality data is critically needed.

Since so many groups are dedicated to anesthesia research, the anesthesia physiological data format and structure may vary. An absence of standardized methodology for collecting data can affect the research issues related to anesthesia, lays a barrier to universal advances and replicability in this area [20]. So, increasing the standard reliability becomes extremely important in modern advanced care monitoring and anesthesia data collection systems. However, in commercial health-caring surroundings, collecting more complete data is not the top priority of health providers in hospitals, resulting in the data heterogeneity by different research groups [21,22]. Hence, a reliable system that simplifies and automates the collecting process is necessary.

To address the issue described above, our research aims at obtaining clinical physiological data including electroencephalography (EEG), electrocardiography (ECG), photoplethysmogram (PPG), peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO2), blood pressure (BP) and other signals to be stored for sharing, mining and analyzing, especially focusing on the depth of anesthesia (DoA) application. The data source is derived from the most widely applied non-invasive machine: IntelliVue MP60 (Philips, Germany), thus potentially providing assurance of data quality and standard structure
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 roughly explains the related work about hospital environment and describes the system architecture, including the construction of the hardware platform as well as the software design. Section 3 shows the outcomes and performance of the system. Section 4 illustrates discussion about the limitations and future works. In Section 5, the conclusion is summarized.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials Patients and Previous Works

This study protocol is approved by the participated hospitals: National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) and National Taiwan University Children Hospital (NTUCH) both located in Taipei City, Taiwan. The data was recorded from routine clinical multimodality monitoring via the MP60 as seen in Fig. 1. The informed consents under anesthesia are obtained from all patients. Fig. 2 illustrates the general layout of the operation rooms. In the practical operation environment, space occupied by medical equipment, working staff and some accessories appears much more crowded. To guarantee the patients’ operation safety, our design should minimize the impact on surgery work. Stability and security become the top priority of the whole design procedure.

This paper’s work intends to improve the efficiency of acquiring anesthesia physiological data because the data collection was conducted manually previously. Fig. 3 shows the structure of original collection framework [23]. The procedure is quite complex and time consuming. A laptop should be prepared, which is connected by the medical monitor via serial port cable after placement of all sensors. Once finishing the collection, we will manually categorize the data and duplicate them to the hard disk back in laboratory. Besides, the permission for entering operation room should be applied in advance. Only three to five cases can be obtained per day under the standard conditions, leading to an extremely low collection rate. Each time for data collection, it costs a lot of human energy, time, funds and so forth. As a result, this poses a requirement for system’s optimization improvements.

2.2 System Architecture

In order to establish the infrastructure for anesthesia physiological signal and guarantee the data acquisition efficiency and effectiveness, we basically employ the mature and standard technique to keep the system stability instead of the aspect of advancement under the consideration of practical surgery environment.

Fig. 4 gives the overview of the new system working flow design. Rooms are connected to the data collection transfer station in control room through the local wireless network. Here, we take one room for example. To begin with, after the interaction with monitors, data obtained from the surface sensors will be labeled and put into data packet by the collection transfer station, followed by transferring the data to the specified database for backup storage, downloading, research sharing, etc. In adopting this method, the human’s interference should diminish as much as possible. The detailed work will be separated into sections for explanation, together with the outcome in the result part.

2.2.1 Infrastructure Platform

In the light of similar surrounding situations in the two hospitals, a system is commissioned in NTUH as shown in Fig. 5. The physiological medical signal data acquisition system (PMSDA) system hardware platform is composed of surface sensors, front-end device, network complex, data transfer station and server. After the data is recorded by front-end device via kinds of sensors, physiological data is wirelessly transmitted through proxy transmitting module by access point (AP) and local gateway. The Control Room, one administrative room in hospital, serves as the data transfer station. Computers are provided there for pre-processing and uploading to the database server by our software installed inside it. Specifications of the components are as follows:

Network Adoption

Among all the components, the network framework is the top concern. In comparison with the manual method, the new design adopts the network to access multi-operation rooms’ data. Owing to the critical safety requirements by both hospital regulations, it is undoubtedly that appropriate option of network type counts very much. We surveyed the characteristics of different types of
mainstream wireless networks. Wide area networks behave their own properties independent of healthcare applications. In Table 1, the characteristics of the most popular wireless connectivity technologies and protocols proposed in medical monitoring systems are listed [24].

- Low power consumption and small device size, short-range communication methods like Bluetooth and ZigBee are typically used with sensors in medical data collection. However, it presents capability of low data rate and short transmission distance, which is similar to Near Field Communication (NFC) as shown in Table 1. Besides, Zigbee platforms suffer from strong interference by WLANs, which share the same spectrum and transmit with larger signal power [25].

- WLAN technologies are avoided as low power sensor nodes because of their large size and power consumption. By contrast, it can provide longer ranges, i.e. 100 m. And there are many commercial WiFi for patient and hospital staff to connect smart phone, tablet, etc. It proves the deployment convenience and compatible connection. In addition, its high speed guarantees any potential updates and optimization improvements.

- The short-range, low-data rate, UltraWideband (UWB) technology is another attractive technology that could be applied because of its regulated low transmitter power [26]. However, it has similar situation like the previous two types: Zigbee & Bluetooth.

- In addition to unlicensed industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands, there are medical bands Wireless Medical Telemetry Service (WMTS) that are specifically regulated for medical monitoring by communication commissions around the world. But the data rate is not high enough, even lower than Zigbee. Furthermore, the frequency is not compatible for direct connection as well.

Through the efforts to review the current attempts in wireless technology, the PMSDA adopts the wireless local area network (WLAN) to build the wireless part of the infrastructure. Although interference might be encountered, WLAN has advantages of long transmission distance, high speed rate, flexible to connect, easy to detect and access. As to the matter of coexistence with other WLAN networks, the auto channel section mode can be activated. Also, we designed our own unique packet transmission protocol. As a whole, the convenience of WLAN can promote the deployment of the proposed system.

**Body Sensors**

We use kinds of sensors compatible with monitor MP60 for signal recording. PPG signal comes from M1191A (Philips, US) based on the changes measurement in red and infrared light absorption by tissue. It is attached to 8 pin connector with sampling rate 128 Hz. ECG traces are sampled with 512 Hz by 5-leads cable sensor module M1621A (Philips, Germany). Note that this block provides respiration data simultaneously with 64 Hz sample frequency. By contrast, one channel EEG series is captured by 4 Quatro electrodes connected with Bispectral Index (BIS) module M1034 (Philips, Germany) through Power Link. We acquire the EEG data by appropriate location placement of sensors along with glue to reduce the impedance. The EEG sample rate is 128 Hz. The cuff M1574A (Philips, Germany) is used to measure the noninvasive blood pressure. Besides, all the discrete vital sign indexes are derived from the corresponding waveform every 5 seconds such as Heart Rate from ECG, Pulse Rate from PPG, etc., which are consistent with BIS value sampling rate.

**Vital Signs Monitor**

As explained above, PMSDA system is an update extension of the previous one. In other words, our focus is not the specific device design, but the standard convenient and feasible clinical data collection model and DoA analysis in future. The veracity and standard should be widely recognized. Considering the multi-room connectivity and easy implementation of our system, it is reasonably to utilize the existing mainstream machines in every operating room, which are proved to be accurate by clinical doctors. Philips IntelliVue MP60 (Fig. 1) is treated as one of the most popular standard clinical medical devices for anesthesia monitoring, and can stably detect ECG, EEG, SPO2, PPG, BP, etc. It supports the standard serial communication port to export the raw data, which make it sense that we can acquire the clinical physiological data for research. Therefore, MP60 makes the ideal choice together with compatible sensors explained above.

**Wireless Transmission Complex**

Fig. 6 shows the NPort W2250A, which is produced by MOXA Company. It serves for connecting serial or Ethernet to IEEE 802.11a/b/g network with secure methods of WEP, WPA, WPA2 [27]. In PMSDA system, NPort W2250A is connected to vital signs monitor machine data export port via serial cable with 115200 baud rate, no parity, 1 stop bit, and no software/hardware flow control.
Then the exported data is transmitted to AP/repeater named D-Link N300 (D-Link, Taiwan) in Fig. 5 with highest wireless speed of 300 Mbps and a 5 dBi gain antenna. All the parameters and attributes can be set to meet the practical requirements such as range, channel and secure method by configuring web-page built-in. This stage performs a transparent transmission between serial and Intranet port. Any valid data needs the request and permission by the control software, i.e., the data collection software in application layer, which is developed in data collection transfer station by us.

**Terminal Equipment**

Computer and server are essential for this system. In the hospital control room, the computer works as data collection and pre-processing center to gather all nodes of the network. Then it resends the data to the server. The server is located in NTUH for this proprietary purpose, which can be visited through the Internet. General hardware performance could fulfill the demands, while the core is the software advancement.

**2.2.2 Software Organization**

The general layer block architecture is presented in Fig. 7, which has four layers performing different functions. The first and second layers need software configuration. The first layer is used to set vital signs monitor parameters in relation to communication like baud rate, output port selection, and signal category, etc. The second layer is the configuration of MOXA NPort W2250A device to convert data transmitting protocol from the serial port into wireless mode. This part is critical for the handshake with vital signs monitor and the link recognition to AP. Strictly speaking, PMSDA system programming software consists of the third and fourth layers. The third layer is the collection and pre-processing software installed on computer in control room. It behaves functions of handshake, room allocation and ID recognition with MOXA device as a gathering terminal point. The fourth layer is the physiological database server to provide services of data management, authority permission and guest visit. All of the layers run smoothly to acquire the intact medical signal data flow seamlessly.

**Data Collection**

The software, developed by C++, undertakes the interaction with monitor machine based on the flow chart in Fig. 8. After initialization, network ping should be sent to guarantee the loop circulation. And then handshake association procedure is accomplished based on the manufacturer order. Only when the handshake and recognition is verified successfully, the connection can be valid. Next, different kinds of data are exported by the machine based on requests protocol followed by the data parsing stage. By releasing the connection, the data transmission comes to an end. Next, through hundreds of trials of de-compilation of the data flow from the monitor, we check, recognize and extract the vital signs and its waveform value, getting the packet format structure in Fig. 9. The frame consists of five sections. Similar to standard packet frame, the beginning of frame (BOF) and the end of frame (EOF) are set a permanent value respectively with 1 byte each for data segment integrity check. Head information (Hdr) contains 3 attributes: 1 byte protocol id containing ID and version information; 1 byte message type, indicating the message class like association control, lifetick, message conformation, etc; 2 bytes data length, showing the total length of message sent. Regarding to frame check sequence (FCS), it is a checksum code using CRC-CRITT algorithm to check the data segment transmission success. User Data section contains the most important information including command and physiological signal data. In terms of wireless network protocol, MOXA device makes use of TCP/IP, IEEE 802.11 in different layers for transparent communication between serial port and WLAN nodes. However, the non-application layer sections are packaged and an application webpage is built in, where all parameters are set for transmission conversion. The exchange protocol for the interface with monitor is the universal serial standard. Fig. 10 shows the software interface. It is composed of three modules: Parameter part, Signal Waveform part and Index part from left to right subpanel: 1) Parameter: the port number is obtained by the computer device manager. Click the start button to run for data collection if the hardware is ready, otherwise it will display error type. 2) Vital Signal Waveform: this part is synchronous with the vital signs monitor screen through the same raw physiological data exported. 3) Vital Signs Value and Index: different evaluation indexes are presented to assist doctor’s surgery operation. Moreover, updated versions record the real time data in buffer while displaying them. Every fixed time, they tag the complete case data and put them into different categories, and then call the Ethernet widget module to resend them to the server. After that, buffer is released, thus making the progress smoothly run.
Physiological Database

The database server is established to store, manage and share the collected and analyzed data and operation details [28]. The database in charge of data, information storage and data access is based on the web browser and server model. The realization of this platform depends on the popular web server software Apache, the relational database management system MySQL, and the hypertext preprocessor PHP, all of which are widely used in server architecture [29]. Data file named by the date and operation room ID together with operation number is used to distinguish the multiple patients' information. These attributes information are stored in MySQL table and used for management. They are correlated with each waveform data file stored on specific blocks on server disk. In database level, MySQL table design includes entity integrity, referential integrity and domain integrity like signature validation to keep the data stability, maintainability and re-usability [30]. In the entire network layer, MP60 data processing protocol and MOXA commercially qualified embedded protocol guarantees the data transmission integrity [27], which keeps the network data flow run normally and precisely. As for the signal data itself, it should be pointed out that a key step is conducted to guarantee the case data integrity. Some unexpected events may interrupt the collection procedure, therefore, the data file which contains the exact time of every data point will be verified by checking the beginning and ending time being consistent with the anesthetic records obtained from hospital staff. Besides, the number of data points recorded in the file will be compared to product of the sampling rate and recording duration.

Fig. 11 generally shows the main functions in the database. All members should be authorized to have further data access and services. The authority includes member ID check, random code verification, service acceptance and permission for safety. Users are then permitted to login, upload and download data, view, delete and further analyze by themselves. A file management system comes for the treatment. Due to different member assigned by the different authorities, the application server must identify the identity and authority of a member who requires the particular services.

3. Results

3.1 Evaluation of the Data Collection System

3.1.1 Signal Strength of the Wireless Component

This part adopts the situation of NTUH as example as well. To assure the quality of the network is the preliminary task of PMSDA system. Test lasts for hours over several days. All tests have similar performances and varied little. One representative test is illustrated here. As shown in Figs. 12-14, the Wifi Analyzer is employed to check the wireless performance. Wifi Analyzer has three main modes: Signal Meter, Channel Graph and Time Graph. In the signal meter mode seen in Fig. 12, the signal power strength ranges from -100 dBm to -40 dBm. Different color means different strength, which means it becomes higher from grey to green. In comparison with one AP Service Set Identifier (SSID) named NTUH-Guest, which is widely used in NTUH by staffs and patients in Fig. 12(a) and acts as one referenced object here, access point of D-Link_YZU_host, which is the local gateway installed in control room to gather all data flow from different operating rooms, shows the more powerful signal strength clearly in Fig. 12(b). The repeater is marked as yzu_repeater CR_02 as shown in Fig. 12(c), which is the SSID of the repeater to be accessed by specified MOXA NPort W2250A in one operating room. From Fig. 13, the Channel Graph mode of the Wifi Analyzer displays the channel and peak comparison among NTUH-Guest, D-Link_YZU_host and yzu_repeater_CR_02. It is obvious that peak of latter two are higher than that of NTUH-Guest. Also, from the distribution of channel, the latter two occupy the idle channel 3, which promotes the communication and quality of the wireless link by decreasing the collision with same frequency. For the stability test, as shown in Time Graph mode of Fig. 14, it plots the vibration of the signal strength. It can be roughly calculated that the average power strength of the latter two is about 1000 times stronger than NTUH-Guest.

3.1.2 Capacity of Network Communication

It is necessary to detect the performance of whole data acquisition part from the monitor machine in operating room to the transfer station in control room. Grasping the physiological data out from the operation room without any interrupt to the regular surgery work and successful transmission is critical even compared to the server database constructed.
JPerf is a Java-based tool that calculates the maximum TCP and UDP without any additional hassle or complex settings. It is a frontend for Iperf [31], a popular command-line utility for bandwidth measurements with friendly user interface. Figs. 15(a-b) show the average bandwidth in TCP test mode while Figs. 16(a-b) show the delay jitter and datagram loss in UDP test mode from end to end. The results show either the UDP or TCP tests prove enough high network transmission speed to meet the data collection requirements. So do the threads tests. It lays solid foundations for multi-room automatic data transmission in terms of hardware infrastructure.

3.1.3 Statistics of the Cases Acquired
Preliminary statistics of performance evaluation is conducted. In order to exemplifying the capability of PMSDA, the details of surgeries operated in the specific rooms are recorded by research assistant carefully with the room number, operation date, time, operation serial number, etc. By comparing with the records, 335 intact and successful datasets were collected, which account for the majority (totally 350 cases). Table 2 gives different successful rate of each hospital operation room, and also gives the average value in the muti-hospital rooms. In comparison with manual method, an average of 3 to 5 cases are acquired per day with a worker standing by, it is obviously more efficient even through with some case loss. Since the focus is on the research goal, the data accessibility, integrity and availability, a few interrupted data cases including packet loss type or the whole case missing are just abandoned. It leads to small errors, which can be tolerated under the practical hospital environment during the age of big data mentioned in Introduction As it is generally known, one surgery usually lasts for around 3 hours consisting of three periods: preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative work, this new design saves more human resources, cost, time, etc. To sum up, the raw data makes Giga Bytes, thus creating the preliminary prototype of big physiological data for anesthesia.

3.2 Access of physiological signal database
Fig. 17 shows the data page of the database website, which is sponsored by National Chung-Shan Institute of Science and Technology (NCSIST), Yuan Ze University (YZU) and NUTH. It simply gives homepage for guest, who is the only role having no rights to log in, thus keeping it convenient for regular visit. Administrator can login and logout to manage database all authorities after entering the account, password and the random verification code with the highest priority and authority operation like data file management, user management, patient information management, etc. Members are allowed to download the medical signal data and upload their research achievements and ideas for sharing. The logging on service can be called by clicking the top right corner button. Point should be stressed that all the data available online in the server must be approved by the patients with their signature on the formal documents. The operation of the data must comply with research standard instead of any commercial goal or personal willing. Besides, other general services about introduction, publication can be visited as the same way on the left side. The kernel part is the medical data pool such as ECG, EEG, BP, etc. And their corresponding patient information without any invasion of privacy based on the consent rules. As to the physiological data pool, when a visitor selects the submenu operating room date and the physiological signal, a data list will be shown on the right side of the submenu with the name, type, description and size of each dataset illustrated clearly by the pool file management system. The File Management takes charge of uploading and downloading data. However, functions like uploading, downloading and so on are operated by different users with different authority as described before, and no one can do it without the users’ system permission for safety.

3.3 DoA Research Analysis based on previous data
For demonstration of initial reliability and feasibility of system, some previous analysis achievements are proposed here to predict DoA. General anesthesia is a reversible status change that includes unconsciousness, amnesia, analgesia, and akinesia, with concomitant stability of the cardiorespiratory and autonomic systems [32,33]. However, anesthesiologists have multiple inconsistent definitions of the anesthetic state and have no standard measurement to assess it. Therefore, many methods to detect the DoA were proposed and developed for clinical application in operating theatre, such as BIS, response entropy (RE), state entropy (SE), etc. In previous studies on DoA analysis, the entropy family was employed frequently to measure the complexity of complex time series: approximate entropy (ApEn), sample entropy (SampEn) and multiscale entropy (MSE). Additionally, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) plays an important role in decomposing and
filtering nonlinear and nonstationary physiological data. ApEn can act as an index of degree of unconsciousness [34]. But compared to the sample entropy (SampEn), it is less sensitive to the change of complexity for online analysis [35]. In further, the distribution of complexity in different time scales is capable of describing the different states of patients during an operation by using multiscale entropy (MSE). Within these analysis papers, EMD is very useful for signal decomposition, making a clear adoption for DoA analysis [36].

Although these publication results come from the previous data, which are acquired by manual method, the principle of physiological information extraction from the export data stream of the MP60 patient monitors makes no difference. It means that substantive information is totally the same with the former theoretically. However, previous research work can, to some extent, prove the veracity of data. Further analysis based on the data collected by PMSDA system should be undertaken to demonstrate the effectiveness directly in future.

4. Discussion

In this PMSDA system, achievements for real-time data acquisition are made, which is acknowledged by doctors for its preliminary structure and performance. In other words, the whole wireless network system is constructed through large amounts of endeavor and dedication to practical requirements, which makes a feasible and easily convenient demonstration for some specific area research groups (e.g. Anesthesia) without any dependence and interference on HIS. From the statistics, it is clear that the proposed system collection rate is much higher than the manual one [23], which speeds the database construction much more. Results prove the capability of data transmission and coexistence with other wireless network. Being separated with EHRs, the signal strength and coverage can be adjusted and manipulated without any conflicts with HIS based on practical requirements. This exhibits more convenient characteristic of WLAN than other short-distance wireless methods. All above demonstrate a doable, independent, low-cost solution for medical research data collection. As to raw valid data access by visiting the database website, its experience may perform less than Cambridge Neurosurgical Unit and Harvard Physionet, including the aspects of the data category, data amount, data analysis tools, etc. It should be admitted that the database infrastructure is founded on free open source for demonstration. However, it also can promote some initial researches for all researchers, and provide a preliminary data storage and management framework.

However, this design has several limitations as well. Firstly, PMSDA is not 100% successful to collect every operation case for some reasons such as the network instability or irreverent human mistake operation. For example, our devices happened to be removed by hospital staff unintentionally during this preliminary test, resulting in the decreased system capability; however, it can be solved when the system is put in practice by professional installation. And there are also some technical reasons consisting of devices lifespan and robustness of software. Although a certain amount of errors are tolerated in big data, measures should be undertaken to eliminate the influence to the least to enhance the quality of service (QoS) of the network [37,38]. Secondly, system did not cover the anesthetic gas signal yet, like CO2, O2, etc. There is no doubt that these kinds of signals are necessary to gather [39]. So, improvements should be done to conquer some limitations and meet new demands. In addition, data security should become the main concern in upcoming updated design. Even though it is transferred through LAN, which already makes it much safer than Internet, it faces potential dangers when the local gateway is connected to the server. This poses us some urgent data encryption or secures monitoring improvements in case of hacking. It is necessary to enhance this inspection aspect when the server is visited. Generally speaking, this system contains no private information of patients, which somehow protects the patients under the worst conditions of data leaking. Other issues concerned the system reliability should also be taken into consideration, such as fault tolerance and self-monitoring. Deploying a self-monitoring widget not only could guarantee security quality and alarm in case of cyber invasion or abnormal data rate, but also facilitate the system regular operation through alerting signal. For example, if the website is hacked or data collection network is blocked, the corresponding lights can blink to reduce malfunction rate [40]. However, there should be some capabilities of fault tolerance to deal with some issues even though they may be detected by self-monitoring. Faults like communication errors, unstable connectivity, sensors faults may occur [41]. A software strategy like rebooting the relevant unit or designing adaptive memory cache for high volume of input data when stored into database should be developed. Schemes like priority labeling could be address to deal with some unexpected
situations. Also, advanced distributed hardware network updates like self-organization could be undertaken to guarantee the connectivity such as MOXA access to AP [42].

In future, deepening our data mining and analysis about anesthesia filed definitely becomes our concerns. Our previous works about noise cancellation, signal reconstruction, evaluation of DoA are undertaken based on EMD and entropy families, as well as the regression and modeling methods like neural network and fuzzy logic. Recently the quasi-periodicities in EEG detected by phase-rectified signal averaging propose a new insight to quantify the DoA [43,44]. And the amplitude modulation and frequency modulation (inter-mode and intra-mode) underlying the nonstationary and nonlinear data becomes a hot issue. Holo-Hilbert spectral analysis (HHSA) proposed by Norden E. Huang is used to explore these properties [45]. Interactions between frequency bands under different consciousness level induced by anesthetics arouse much interest for researches such as cross frequency coupling [46,17]. Besides, the advanced deep neural network applied in data analysis keeps an uprising trend, which might improve our accuracy rate of DoA evaluation [47,48].

In addition, another significant point is that current system only focuses on the data collection instead of real-time processing simultaneously although a standalone real-time processing demo system has been previously developed in our group [23]. Front-end user friendly interface based on the wireless system should utilize the aforementioned advanced algorithms including section 3.3 to discover new physiological patterns during surgery. Different from traditional monitors with only vital signs or raw signal, the new system aims at offering accurate index and appropriate recommendations after sophisticated computing to reduce the possible human experience bias [49,50]. These real-time processing results could provide guidance for doctors to control anesthetic procedure (potentially not limited to anesthesia) and should be capable of transmitting raw signal to the server through network, thus the system could facilitate the operations real-time and also the specific retrospective research [51]. In future, all kinds of services might be cost-effective to diagnose and treat patients if system would be ultimately upgraded to big healthcare platform with underlying big data mining and cloud computing services [52,53].

5. Conclusion

This paper has established a networked real-time operating physiological signal acquisition system, targeting one easy-access and low-cost standard data collection model for anesthesia, even for other specific research category in future. It generally consists of two parts: front-end collection part in operating rooms and physiological database. Based on the MP60 monitors, it potentially aims at setting a preliminary standard anesthesia data collection infrastructure under condition of little interruption to the regular work in hospital to overcome the data heterogeneity for benefits of research. For less than a month, 350 datasets are obtained, though there are some cases deficiencies during the testing time. Generally, it obviously promotes the clinical data acquisition for different kinds of patients. Also, this system design provides a data sharing server. Through the website, researcher and doctors are able to download and analyze what they are interested in. Nevertheless, further improvements and extra functions need to be undertaken to enhance the performance such as the user interface, as well as the category of clinical signs. Much work should be done to improve the collection efficiency better. Actions about the security, search function, network encryption, data mining and the application of our research results should also be conducted in future.
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### Table 1 Wireless Technology Used in Medical Monitoring.

WMTS= Wireless Medical Telemetry Service; UWB=Ultra-Wideband; ZB = Zigbee; BT = Bluetooth; NFC= Near Field Communication; WLAN = Wireless Local Area Network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WMTS</th>
<th>UWB</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
<th>IEEE</th>
<th>NFC</th>
<th>WLAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>802.15.4</td>
<td>802.15.1</td>
<td>(ZigBee)</td>
<td>(802.11a/b/g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>608–614 MHz,</td>
<td>1395–1400 MHz</td>
<td>1429–1432 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>6 MHz</td>
<td>&gt;500 MHz</td>
<td>5 MHz</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>1.8 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate</td>
<td>76 kbps</td>
<td>850kbps–20 Mbps</td>
<td>250 kbps</td>
<td>721 kbps</td>
<td>424 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>&gt;100 m</td>
<td>1-2 m</td>
<td>0–10 m</td>
<td>10-100 m</td>
<td>0–100m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 The Summary of Case Collection Results IN Both NTUH and NTUCH, Respectively.

(a) The Data Acquiring Information of 3 Operation Rooms in NTUH: I, II, III With Successful Rate of 94.49%, 93.65%, 95.83% and Average Value 93.28%; (b) The Data Acquiring Information of 3 Operation Rooms in NTUCH: IV, V, VI With Successful Rate of 98.60%, 95.94%, 97.11% and Average Value 97.22%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NTUH</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>room I</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>91.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>room II</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>93.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>room III</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>95.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NTUCH</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>room IV</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>98.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>room V</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>95.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>room VI</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>97.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
<td>97.22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1 Brief overview of the monitor function. It provides the EEG, ECG, PPG (SPO2), BP, RESP medical signal for research. The demo gives an overall understanding of signal category. EEG= electroencephalogram; ECG= electrocardiograph; PPG= photoplethysmogram; RESP=Respiration; EtCO2= End-tidal carbon dioxide tension.
Fig. 2 General layout of the hospital operation building floors. The limited space should be separated into different areas for operation, disinfection, storage, resting, etc. Space distribution was taken into consideration before designing the whole system.

Fig. 3 The original standalone structure of data collection system.
Fig. 4 Framework of the system.
Fig. 5 Hardware of the data collection system.

Fig. 6 A demo application of NPort W2250 [27] (used with permission).
Fig. 7 Data export protocol dialog.
Fig. 8 Monitor data release flowchart
Fig. 9 Data packet format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOF</th>
<th>Hdr</th>
<th>User Data</th>
<th>FCS</th>
<th>EOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Beginning of Frame (Fixed value: 0x00)
- Header Information
- Association Control Command or Data Exported
- 16 bit Frame Check Sequence CRC-CCITT
- End of Frame (Fixed value: 0xC1)

Fig. 10 Collection software of MP60 with awake status of an ordinary patient. Left panel shows the parameters and action option. Middle part is the raw signal plotting window, the data is recorded simultaneously. Right panel presents the basic vital signs of human’s physical condition. HR: heart rate; PVC: Premature Ventricular Contraction; NBP: Non-invasive Blood Pressure (systolic pressure/ diastolic pressure/ mean pressure); RESP: Respiration; MAC: Minimum Alveolar Concentration; BIS: Bispectral Index with range scales: awake (80–100); induction with little response to loud audio (60–80); general anesthesia (40–60); deep anesthesia (40–60); burst suppression (0–20); SQI: Signal Quality Index; EMG: Electromyography; SR: Suppression Ratio.
Fig. 11 The functional block chart of database.

Fig. 12 Signal meter mode. The signal power strength ranges from -100 dBm to -40 dBm. Different color means different strength, which means it becomes higher from grey to green. (a) The signal power strength of Service Set Identifier (SSID) named NTUH-Guest access point, which is widely used in NTUH by staffs and patients and acts as one referenced object here with others. (b) In comparison with NTUH-Guest, access point of D-Link_YZU_host, which is the local gateway installed in administrative room to gather all data flow from different operating rooms, shows the more powerful signal strength clearly. (c) The repeater is marked as yzu_repeater_CR_02, which is the SSID of the repeater to be accessed by specified Moxa NPort W2250A in one operating room, weaker than YZU_host, much stronger than NTUH-Guest.
Fig. 13 Channel graph mode.

Fig. 14 Time graph mode: different color means different access point.
Fig. 15 Link test for Bandwidth TCP in 2 threads:  (a) Client interface,   (b) Server interface.
Fig. 16 Link test for Bandwidth UDP in 1 thread: (a) Client interface, (b) Server interface.
Biomedical Engineering Group:
The Biomedical Engineering Research Group is working in the areas of anaesthesia, intensive care unit, brain wave analysis, patient simulator and human performance.

Monitoring and Control of Anaesthesia:
The aim of this project is to develop an intelligent integrated control system that can monitor and assess the balanced anaesthesia, and control the drug via intravenous or inhalational infusions to maintain a constant level of muscle relaxation, unconsciousness (i.e., depth of anaesthesia) and pain relief.

Intensive Care Unit:
The aim of this project is to develop computer based algorithms for monitoring and controlling patients in the neurosurgical intensive care unit.

Brain Wave Analysis:
The aim of this project is to use quantitative parameters and qualitative analysis to analyse the stage from awake to early sleep in order to develop a monitoring system using EEG signals for automobile operations to protect public health and safety.

Bioinstrumentation Design:
The aim of this project is to use biomedical sensors, analog circuits, filtering techniques, and small scale embedded systems to design different medical instrumentation, such as EKG, EMG, and EEG.

Patient Simulator:
The aim of this project is to develop a patient simulator automatically responded to the medical doctor’s operation to educate the junior doctors to handle the incidents correctly not to endanger the real patients before clinical trials.

Fig. 17 Databank server.